
tween the cancer patients and con-
trols. The frequency of the 5A allele
in the Italian patients with breast
cancer (60.5%) was higher than the
frequency of this allele in our cases
(Table 1), but this may be attributable
to small numbers of cases with mam-
mary tumors (n � 43) in the Italian
study. Clearly, although MMP3 was
suggested to play a role in tumor
initiation in studies on transgenic
mice (5 ) and mouse mammary tu-
mor cell lines (6 ), more data will be
needed to support the previous con-
clusion (8 ).
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Application of the Bland–Altman Plot
for Interpretation of Method-
Comparison Studies: A Critical
Investigation of Its Practice

To the Editor:
Current guidelines for the combined
graphical/statistical interpretation of
method-comparison studies (1 ) in-
clude a scatter plot combined with
correlation and regression analysis
(2 ) and/or a difference plot com-
bined with calculation of the 2s limits
of the differences between the meth-
ods (the so-called 95% limits of
agreement) (3, 4). The former ap-
proach has a long tradition in clinical
chemistry, and its advantages and
pitfalls are well known (5 ). The latter
approach, however, which was
deemed “simple both to do and to
interpret” and was propagated as a
substitute for regression analysis
(4, 5), became available only in re-
cent years and has increased in pop-
ularity. The general features of the
Bland–Altman plot have been well
described (4 ) (see also Fig. 1A). The x
axis shows the mean of the results
of the two methods ([A � B]/2),
whereas the y axis represents the
absolute difference between the two
methods ([B � A]). When the stan-
dard deviation increases with con-
centration, Bland and Altman recom-
mend a logarithmic y scale, whereas
others propose a percent y scale (6 ).
Although generally there is not
much difference in effect between
using percentages and using a log
transformation of the data, we prefer
the percent plot (except when data
extend over several orders of magni-
tude) because numbers can be read
directly from the plot without the
need for back-transformation. Addi-
tionally, the plot includes the line for
the mean difference and the experi-
mentally observed 2s limits of the

differences between the methods. Of-
ten forgotten, the Bland–Altman ap-
proach consists of a comparison of
the 2s limits with a clinically accept-
able difference between the two
methods.

We reviewed difference plots pub-
lished in this journal and discuss
here the key aspects associated with
their use. We screened all articles in
this journal, starting from the first
issue of 1995 up to May 2001. We
observed increasing use of the
Bland–Altman plot over the years,
from 8% in 1995 to 14% in 1996, and
31–36% in more recent years. In ad-
dition to the Bland–Altman method,
method comparisons were per-
formed using correlation and regres-
sion analysis and the concordance
plot. In total, we found 96 uses of
difference plots [listed in the Data
Supplement that accompanies the
online version of this letter at Clini-
cal Chemistry Online (clinchem.org/
content/vol48/issue5)]. Most au-
thors also used correlation and re-
gression analysis, suggesting that
difference plots are viewed as com-
plementary to, rather than substi-
tutes for, regression analysis. Among
96 references (in total, 98 plots) with
Bland–Altman plots, 75 used the ab-
solute difference plot, 20 applied a
percent y-scale version, and 3 a log-
arithmic version of the plot. In total,
50 presented the results in an addi-
tional scatter plot.

The following general problems
were observed. In 13 cases, the x axis
was constructed using only the val-
ues of the comparison method (see
Data Supplement, Addendum 2, for
listing). By doing so, however, the
plot may falsely show a concentration-
dependent difference even when
there is none (7 ). The 2s limits were
presented in only 67 cases, and most
importantly, only 2 authors com-
pared the 2s limits with a clinically
acceptable difference between the
two methods. The 2s limits were
more generally used in absolute (59)
and logarithmic (3) difference plots,
but rarely in percent (5) difference
plots.

A similar search was performed in
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two other laboratory medicine jour-
nals for the period 1996–2001. We
found in Clinical Chemistry and Labo-
ratory Medicine and Annals of Clinical
Biochemistry, respectively, 29 and 43
difference plots (17 and 34 absolute,
10 and 7 percent, and 2 and 2 loga-
rithmic difference plots). We found
that the characteristics of the plots in
Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Med-
icine were similar to those reported
for this journal (see Data Supple-
ment, Addenda 3a, 3b, and 3c). How-
ever, in Annals of Clinical Biochemis-
try, additional scatter plots were very
seldom presented. This apparently
results from the fact that the “In-
structions for Authors” deprecate the
use of regression analysis, which tra-
ditionally is accompanied by a scat-
ter plot.

Bland and Altman (4 ) show
method comparisons that cover a
small concentration range and data
sets without proportional differences
between the methods. In this situa-
tion, a constant standard deviation

may be assumed, and parallel 2s lim-
its and a mean bias are justified (Fig.
1A). However, this case is rather un-
usual in clinical chemistry. In the 75
examined references with absolute
difference plots (showing 103 fig-
ures), we found, by eye, 57 data sets
with a standard deviation increasing
with concentration and/or with a
proportional difference (see Fig. 1B).
In these cases, Bland and Altman
recommend the use of a log transfor-
mation of the data points. Neither a
mean bias (in Fig. 1B suggested by
the horizontal line at 0.6 mmol/L)
nor constant and parallel 2s limits are
justified. Rather, the 2s limits should
be “V-shaped” around the regression
line of the differences (8, 9) (see Fig.
1C). Alternatively, to use parallel 2s
limits, a percent difference plot can
be used (Fig. 1D). Overall, we found
that 87% of plots had technical flaws,
similar to data reported by Mantha et
al. (10 ), who made an analogous
survey in the field of anesthesia.
Most striking, in both surveys, inter-

pretation of the data by comparison
of the actually observed limits of
agreement with a priori ones was
missing in �90% of the cases.

In summary, difference plots are
useful for the presentation and in-
terpretation of method-comparison
studies, but most authors in this jour-
nal use them as supplements to re-
gression analysis and the scatter plot,
a practice that is also recommended
by the NCCLS (1 ). Unfortunately,
many authors uncritically apply the
classical absolute difference plot in
method-comparison studies that
cover a wider concentration range,
where they would better use a per-
cent (or log) difference plot. Last
but not least, the main objective of
the Bland–Altman approach, namely,
comparison of the experimentally
observed deviations with a preset
clinical acceptance limit, is seldom
followed despite recommendations
for doing so that were given earlier
in this journal (11 ).

To emphasize, the key aspects of

Fig. 1. Overview of difference plots with mean differences (solid lines) and 2s limits (dashed lines).
Shown are a classical absolute difference plot (A) and absolute difference (B and C) and percent difference (D) plots of two data sets with a proportional difference.
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the appropriate construction and use
of the Bland–Altman plot are the
following. The x axis should be con-
structed by the mean of the methods
and the y axis in a way that is most
sensible to the concentration range of
the x data (absolute: small range;
percentage: medium range; log-scale:
large range). The 95% limits of agree-
ment should reflect the actually ob-
served nature of the differences
(whether or not there is a relation-
ship between difference and magni-
tude) (9 ). Most important, interpre-
tation of the data should be done by
comparison of the observed limits of
agreement with a priori ones.

As a final note, we want to remark
that in this journal, already in 1981, a
similar plot (with the y axis con-
structed as a ratio) was proposed for
the evaluation of method-compari-
son data (12 ). Strange to say, this
report has been overlooked.

This work was supported by the Re-
search Fund of the University Ghent
(Grant BOF 011109000).
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In the following commentary, Drs.
Altman and Bland elaborate on the is-
sues raised in the above letter:

Commentary on Quantifying
Agreement between Two Methods of
Measurement

Our interest in the analysis of
method comparison studies stemmed
from discussions about consulting
problems we were independently
working on in the late 1970s. Exami-
nation of published papers showed
that, at that time, most authors were
using the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient. It was obvious to us that this
method did not assess agreement,
but association, and that a high cor-
relation was no guarantee of good
agreement.

We felt that a comparison of two
methods of measurement, such as
different assays, should attempt to
quantify the differences and that P
values were largely irrelevant. The
question is not whether the two
methods agree, but how closely they
agree. Our statistical approach was
based on investigation of the distri-
bution of the between-method differ-
ences. We suggested summarizing
the data by the mean and 95% range
of the differences, which we called

the 95% limits of agreement. The
graph, which many think is the
whole of our method, was intended
as a visual check that the approach
was reasonable and that the data
were “well-behaved”. Thus the
graph shows whether the variability
of differences between methods is
roughly constant across the range of
measurement, but the key element of
the approach is to examine and sum-
marize the individual differences be-
tween the two methods. Indeed, in
our original paper we included his-
tograms of these differences. This
distribution should be approxi-
mately normal, and (apart from oc-
casional outliers) this is usually what
we see.

Our first two papers outlined the
basic ideas (1, 2), but a recent report
contained the fullest exposition of
our method, including various exten-
sions to deal with replicated observa-
tions and complex relationships be-
tween the between-method difference
and the magnitude of the measure-
ment (3 ).

Our original work related to clini-
cal rather than laboratory measure-
ments, but it was soon obvious that,
broadly speaking, the same issues
arose. Concerns about the use of the
Pearson correlation coefficient had
been expressed in this Journal as
long ago as 1973 (4 ), but the method
remained widespread for decades
(and it still is in the wider medical
literature).

The idea of plotting difference vs
mean was not new (5 ), but as far as
we knew its use had not been pro-
posed in this context. The same type
of plot was suggested as a general
purpose approach for method com-
parison studies at around the same
time (6 ), although without any sug-
gestion for quantifying the differ-
ences between the methods.

A particular issue that we were
aware of from the start is that there
are some measurements where the
between-method (and within-
method) variability increases as the
measurement increases. We found
that the SD of the differences tended
to be proportional to the size of the
measurement, so that log transfor-
mation of the original data led to
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